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Local Spotlight

KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti man shows World Cup key chains at a shop in Salmiya
yesterday. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

By Muna Al-Fuzai

Happy Eid everyone! It is the end of a beautiful
and spiritual month. The Eid holiday will be a
good opportunity for football fans as well.

This year’s Eid Al-Fitr holiday coincides with the
kickoff of a major world tournament - the 21st World
Cup, which will be held from June 14 to July 15, 2018
in Russia.

There is no doubt that the World Cup will be
eagerly watched by millions of fans from all over the
world. Football is a hobby and favorite street game
that has turned into a global industry dominated by
supply and demand laws, players’ popularity, TV
rights, sponsors and advertising. It has turned into a
huge economic machine that supports tens of thou-
sands of people’s jobs all over the globe. 

In the past decades, we have seen a dramatic
increase in the amount of money flowing into the
football industry, both in terms of broadcasting tele-
vision rights and increasing audiences. But I wonder
if this beautiful game has lost its spirit since the
media dominated it? Since last week, anticipation for
this event in the Arab world has been growing, espe-
cially among young people and youth in general. 

Clearly, football is widely popular in the Arab
world. I think that the great interest shown by Arab
masses in the game of football is at least in part a
means of distraction and a way for us to break from
thinking about all the problems that face the region.
There’s no better entertainment than following foot-
ball matches, especially the Arab teams as they
progress through the tournament. It seems like foot-
ball satisfies the Arab desire for victory by engaging
in competition and standing up against more power-
ful nations. As a result of this competition, Arabs wit-
ness their teams’ strength and gain confidence to
stand among others. 

But sometimes, the competition is understood
wrongly because fans hope that only their team will
win. This explains the emergence of hostility and
fights between fans of different clubs following
matches. They miss the point that football is just a
sport. There are many areas where the Arab world
should be striving to improve including sciences and
the arts, but unfortunately this is not as popular on
TV as football.

The most prominent speculations revolve around
matches of Saudi Arabia and Egypt, with many
videos about Liverpool’s Egyptian star Mohammed
Salah and the huge popularity he enjoys. It seems
like winning any match depends solely on him, and I
think this is unfair because while he is an amazing
player, he isn’t the only one on the team. Football is
collective work, but you wouldn’t think so if you read
the comments of Arab fans following the recent
UEFA Champions League final between Real Madrid
and Liverpool. 

One thing is for sure - there will be a lot of foot-
ball games to look forward to. I wish everyone a hap-
py holiday!

2018 World Cup PHOTO OF THE DAY

Receiving  Eid Al-Fitr as a kid was pure joy all over that
comes as a reward for fasting (at least till afternoon) the
holy month of Ramadan. Parents used to prepare for Eid

with decorations, cookies, new clothes, greetings, gatherings,
eidiya, feasts are all still part of this festivity but nothing feels
the same as eid during childhood.

Eid was once a community affair. Children couldn’t wait to
rush out and show their neighbors and friends the new clothes
they received for eid. Whole neighborhoods would gather to
eat and talk and celebrate together. Today, even though we
greet people for Eid on social media, the feeling of community
and festivity is gone.

Nowadays, most people spend the day with their immediate
family at home, relax and few bother to visit their neighbors. A

collective joy and sharing of happiness among our society
members is missing from the Eid scenario today. 

Even children aren’t interested in getting into the spirit of
celebrating Eid. During my childhood, we were content with the
little things we had or were given on Eid day where the Eidiya
was 250 fils. But now it’s a showy race among families and
friends to spend a hefty amount of money at any cost to show
that you are indeed celebrating Eid.  Our eid was simple and
happy. As a kid, going to Eid prayer with your parents was a
joy, because you will have the chance to wear the new clothes -
finally - and maybe get toys or candies from prayers in the
mosque. After that, the fun will begin with mothers preparing
Eid cookies with neighbors and children will go outside to play.

Today, however, Eid is all about ‘take away’ or delivery meals
from restaurants. Few want to spend the time together as a
community, preparing eid cookies or treats. Mothers and
daughters had to have their moments in putting henna on their
hands and feet, as well as mothers putting henna in their hair.
Boys will go with their fathers to get the Eid haircut. Then the
father buys meat and rice to prepare lunch. 

The new generation now are spending Eid sleeping late.
Most of them refuse to visit relatives or neighbors. They spend
Eid in chalets away from the noise of the crowded city and traf-
fic congestion.
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IN MY VIEW

Eid: Not like it used to be


